OREGON PREMIER
football club

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY CROSSFIRE OREGON
WILL BECOME OREGON PREMIER FOOTBALL CLUB
Effective immediately Crossfire Oregon will become the Oregon Premier Football Club. We want
to publicly thank the team at Crossfire Premier for a wonderful five years! In our time working
together our club received many benefits working with one of the strongest brands in youth soccer.
We will continue to play in the Crossfire Premier tournaments and support their
teams and club.
In 2013 OSSA formed a partnership with Crossfire Premier to become Crossfire Oregon. At that
time the landscape of youth soccer was changing dramatically. The Timbers were creating their
alliance, development academy programs were opening all across the country and local clubs were
moving back and forth between OYSA and the OPL. The leadership of then OSSA felt that by
aligning with a powerful regional partner our players would be given more high level opportunities.
Five years later the soccer landscape has settled and it is time to part ways with Crossfire
Premier. Our club is now strong and stable and we are ready to stand alone and take steps that
will better serve our players, community and state. As Oregon Premier FC we will not have any
affiliation with any other youth soccer club in America. In 2019 we will be making changes that
will improve our product on and off the field. We will be making changes in registration and payment
processes in an effort to make it easier for our families. We will update our communication platforms
and continue working on opening a new sports park with turf fields with lights. We will be offering
new, unique and creative products on the field for players that strive to play in college. We will continue
offering both a Developmental Academy and the CU ECNL program for our players!
To learn more about our new name and direction and how it may impact our current players
you can visit www.oregonpremierfc.com after January 1, 2019.
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